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Norway Pensions – Egen Pensjonskonto Reform

Time for Industry
to Collaborate..
Cognizant Perspectives (series 1 of 3)

On December 14th 2018, the Norwegian government sent in a proposition (Prop. 40 L
(2018-2019)) to the parliament with changes to the defined contributions pension (ITP)
law introducing ‘Egen Pensjonskonto’ (Own Pension Account) under employer pension
scheme. The proposition was promulgated into a law on 03.05.2019 and is expected to
come into force in 2021.

Cognizant regards the Egen Pensjonskonto reform (hereafter referred as EPK) as a
major leap towards individualization of the Norwegian pension system. The sweeping
nature of some of the provisions can have lasting impact on the future of the market.
In the reforms lies the opportunity for the industry to emerge into a futuristic way of
working, where pension providers can collectively reduce their operating costs, while
competing to provide compelling differentiated customer offerings.
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Executive Summary
The proposed EPK reform promotes futuristic
elements that can potentially transform the ITP
scheme from a B2B dominated space to a competitive
member driven market space through:
•

Promoting ‘portability of Pillar II & III pension
products

•

Encouraging individuals to consolidate their
pension savings to obtain lower admini stration
charges

•

Enabling holistic overview of retirement assets
for a better retirement planning

•

Empowering employees to choose own
pension provider

•

Balancing potential individual apathy to
pensions with reservations mechanism

•

Digital first communication

•

Waiver of 12 months clause for individual benefit

Some of the proposed features, such as PKB transfers,
EPK transfers, self-chosen provider contribution
transfers etc., require increased interaction among
providers compared to how they operate now.
In parallel, developments such as public sector
pensions reform (Norway), proposed Pan European
Pension savings plan by the European Union,
emerging business models in the occupational

 ensions in Europe – all might demand a more open
p
and inter-operable environment in the coming years.
The reform results into paradoxical consequences
for pension providers. On one hand they need to
exchange new data and interact on new processes to
meet some of the key features of the reform, on the
other hand, they need to compete to retain customers.
Bringing the reform into action will have multiple
facets such as consumer education, change
management, definition of new standards,refining
business rules and finally bringing in robust
technology/systems changes. While touching upon
some of the above facets at a high level, the paper
takes a deeper look at future technology eco-systems
and proposes potential approaches in this direction.
Cognizant strongly believes that the market
players need to adopt a collaborative approach
to materialize the elements of the reform and
technology has key role in this direction.
From a high-level review of existing industry
collaboration mechanism, systems and processes
in place, Cognizant is of the view that the current
setup falls short of complying with the required
reform elements and the emerging needs of the
stakeholders.

This paper is first of the three papers Cognizant p
 resents as
its point of view on the reform.
Paper 1:
Current paper discusses the need
for industry to move towards a
futuristic collaborative mechanism
with IT playing a critical role.

Paper 2:
Paper discusses nomenclature
of IT solutions mainly focussing
on centralized data hub model vs
distributed technology based data
exchange.

Paper 3:
Paper analyses competitive
imperatives for pension providers
and how they can differentiate and
stay competitive in the emerging
future.
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Background for the reform
The defined contribution pension scheme
(ITP-scheme) is a private sector pensions scheme
(pillar II) in Norway that covers approximately 1.4m
employees with an accumulated savings of about
NOK 152bn. (2018 figures).
For the ITP-scheme, the employer contributes on
behalf of their employees, a fixed p
 ercentage of their
salaries to an employer-chosen pension p
 rovider.
Every year approximately 140,000 employees
covered under ITP schemes shift or leave their
job. When an employee leaves their job in an ITP
scheme, the accumulated pension savings with
the previous employment is converted to a PKB
(Pensjonskapitalbevis ) – pension certificate. While
the employee retains the certificate, pension provider
manages the asset deducting administration charges
from the account.
Employees can choose to transfer such PKB(s) to
another provider including the employer chosen
provider and consolidate them into one. The rules
governing such transfer are not particularly clear when

it comes to who and how the administration charges
will be shared between new employer and employee.
Data indicates that employees seldom actively t ransfer
their PKBs during change of employment. Only 2% of
all PKBs were transferred in 2017, while, less than 1% of
all PKBs are merged with other pension rights.
By 2018, approximately 1.7m PKBs were generated
from past employments with asset under management
of NOK 81bn. are managed with different providers.
Additionally, to supplement the employer pension
saving, some people have saved money in different
voluntary savings agreement products. At the end
of 2018, about NOK 67bn. in assets were under
management in this type of agreements– I ndividual
pension scheme IPA ~ NOK 41bn. and individual
pension saving (IPS 2008) ~ NOK 25bn.
Employees end up paying multiple administration
charges on their fragmented pension assets which
directly erodes the per NOK future savings.

Employees pay multiple administration charges to different providers
– a starting point for the reform

During the Collective Wage Negotiation 2016 representatives from the employers` organisations and labour unions raised their concerns about the
current ITP practices leading to multiple high administration charges for employees. The concern was r aised to the Prime Minister of Norway, who
sought the Ministry of Finance (the Ministry) to examine the issue and make a suitable p
 roposition. The Ministry floated a draft
proposal on 21.11.2017. Many industry stakeholders showed interest for the proposal and the Ministry has to a large degree taken their
feedback and concerns into account in their proposition.
https://www.finansnorge.no/aktuelt/nyheter/2019/04/store-endringer-pa-gang-i-pensjonsmarkedet/
https://www.finansnorge.no/statistikk/livsforsikring/statistikk-og-nokkeltall-for-livsforsikring-og-pensjon-2018/privat-tjenestepensjon---innskuddsordninger/
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Key Provisions of the reform
Each individual covered under ITP scheme will have s eparate
‘own pension account’ under employer pension scheme
Applicability:
The reform covers the following products:
• ITP Pensions
•

PKBs (exceptions for PKBs with guarantee)

•

IPA & Old IPS

Excluded from scope:
• Defined Benefit & hybrid pension schemes
•

New IPS

pension scheme and past savings accumulated
from previous ITP employments and other voluntary
savings distinctly.
Past Savings movement:
The employee’s PKB holdings other applicable savings
agreements will by default be transferred to the past
savings part of the EPK with the employer chosen
provider, unless the employee has actively opted to
keep them where they are or decided to move them to
a self-chosen provider.
PKB1

EPK - Own Pension Account:
Each individual covered under the ITP scheme will
have a separate ‘Own Pension Account’. Technically,
the EPK shall hold active contributions from e
 mployer

PKB2
IPA

EPK
Past savings

Active
contribution

Conceptual view of EPK structure.

Reform introduces new choices and stakeholder roles
(self-chosen providers) to current ITP scheme operation
Employer chosen & Self chosen providers:
Employer chosen pension provider will be default EPK
provider unless employees make active reservations.
Employee can choose another provider to manage
both active contributions paid by employer as well
as past savings. Referred to as ‘Self-chosen provider’
here.

Employee choice/Reservation:
The Employee will have the choice to keep the EPK
with the employer chosen provider or to move it to a
Self-Chosen Pension Provider. The Employee can at
any time choose to move the EPK from one provider
to another.
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EPK Portability:
When an employee shifts his/her job to a new
employer (under ITP), the EPK moves to the pension
provider selected by the new employer as a default
movement subjected to employee reservations and
other rules.
Investment of contributions/past savings:
When EPK is held with the employer chosen provider,
past savings will be invested as per the existing investment profile for active contributions. In the case of a
self-chosen provider, the investment profile needs to
be negotiated before moving the current and the past
savings to the provider.

Administration charges:
When the employee is managing the EPK with an
employer-chosen provider, the employer bears the
administration charges of the pension scheme and
the management fee of the active contribution. The
employee will, if applicable, carry the administration
charges for the past savings.
If the employee choses a self-chosen provider, the
employee will carry all charges. The employee will
in turn most likely receive a standard compensation
(being finalized by the ministry) from the employer for
the cost related to the active contribution.

‘Employer chosen providers’ have larger role in coordinating PKB and
EPK communication while Employers have new responsibility to
communicate with employees

Conceptual view developed based on communication guidelines mentioned in Prop 40L
At present, all PKBs and in scope voluntary savings agreements are scattered among multiple pension providers and the registered
product data values reside in the providers respective databases.
As part of the implementation, the employer’s pension provider needs to equip the employer with the necessary knowledge,
information & material for them to convey the necessary options to the employee. In addition, employer pension provider’s need to
instruct PKB managers to reach out to PKB holders with relevant PKB information.
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Reform brings in new features that demand
higher interaction among stakeholders to
be compliant
The reform brings radical changes to ITP pension scheme and consequently has implications to Pension
Providers largely compared to other two stakeholders (Employers and Employees). Unlike previous reforms,
some key provisions require higher interaction and collaboration among providers to ensure compliance of the
reform in letter and spirit.

Communication to Employees:
Employers supported by pension providers, PKB
managers have to communicate with employees
regarding administration charges, investment options,
employee rights to transfer, reservations etc.
Reservation management:
Reservation flagging will be a new mechanism
and the providers need to find a way to record, use
reservations seamlessly. Centralization of such data
can help in avoiding duplication of consents.
Fund value management and sharing:
In future, s elf-chosen providers and employer chosen
providers have to come together to provide fund value
information for advisory and record purposes.

Initial PKB transfer among providers:
Pension providers may have to exchange pension
certificates in bulk initially, while taking note of
any reservations from employees as well as business
rules related to such transfers (ex: pension certificates
with guarantees)
EPK transfers:
Insurers will have to transfer in and out the EPKs on a
continuous basis in the future, either due to employee
movements or due to employee choices. Demands
new data standards and agreements.
Contributions transfer to self-chosen providers
results in new need for keeping a track and trail of the
contributions as a collective activity. Formerly this was
limited to respective pension provider alone.

Conceptual view of different activities derived from the proposition. Size of the bubble indicates complexity of the activity.
Potential key stakeholder actions can be categorized in to two broad categories – Activities that needs to be done to bring in the reform
(preparatory) and actual activities that happen post implementation of the reform (Business As usual activities). Some of the actual activities in post
implementation phase are more of one time activities such as PKB transfer, EPK accounts creation, communication regarding PKB transfer etc.,
while other are continuous in nature such as EPK transfers, PKB transfers, fund value exchange etc., A future way of working mechanism needs to
accommodate these nuances.
Insurance Thought Leadership Series
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Current ITP scheme operation, systems and processes beset with legacy
challenges and does not augur well with the new reform requirements and
futuristic collaborative mechanism
A high-level analysis of type of activities and functionalities that industry might need in the future, 
vis-à-vis non-functional needs of a collaborative mechanism and existing eco-system indicates that
wherever collaboration is required, industry is lacking a comprehensive solution.

•

Being employer contribution scheme, ITP
is heavy on B2B side with low member
involvement

•

Customer pension data is heavily
fragmented lying with different providers

•

Providers treat customer data and core
processing as a strength

•

Limited collaboration infrastructure exists
(customer pension asset information
– norskpensjon.no)

•

(s) low provider level reconciliation
mechanisms to meet limited use cases

•

Industry level Data standards and protocols
exist for limited scenarios
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Compliance and competition are two key imperatives for the industry
– It calls for a new wave of collaboration among players to balance them

Norway ITP pension space is highly concentrated with
large players commanding significant market share. In
the current setup, providers view systems and data as
competitive differentiators. In such a market situation,
balancing compliance that demands high interaction
with competitive strategies is a critical challenge.

Collaborate

In addition, industry needs to ensure that large players
with their huge customer base and strong employer
relationships do not marginalize small and new
providers.
If not well thought through, implementation and
operation of the reform will result in escalated
operational costs for insurers. This might further
increase the administration charges and management
fees burden defeating the purpose of the reform.

Comply

Compete
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Technology is central to forging a
futuristic and win-win collaborative
mechanism
To collaborate in a concentrated market like Norway,
providers need to be assured of a mechanism that is built
on trust, transparency and that eases their o
 perational
burden. To achieve this, industry needs a newer IT
mechanism.
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Key characteristics of a potential
collaborative IT mechanism

Strong Governance:
Industry needs governance models that are robust
and tight yet provide required flexibility for the players
to operate.

Privacy:
Controls to establish different levels of pseudo-
identifications to ensure individual privacy is complied
with (GDPR) without compromising efficiency.

Data controls:
Controls data availability, accessibility, confidentiality
and traceability related to contributions, PKBs, EKB,
Reservations etc.

Reliability:
Transactional accuracy and ability to meet critical use
cases such as PKB and EKB transfers.

Audit and compliance:
Meet the regulatory, reporting and auditing
requirements as per law.

Scalability:
Transactional and operational scalability of the
systems to meet future needs – one time bulk transfer
vs regular data exchange needs.

Standardization:
Standardization at different levels (processes, data,
tools, templates etc.,) to ensure inter-operability,
straight through processing and seamless experience.

New reform features demand a highly reliable, scalable and transparent IT mechanism implemented and run through strong collaborative
 overnance models. Assuring sufficient data controls are in place is important while ensuring transactional experience is seamless. For all the
g
involved parties. Automated data exchange as a default option with a transparent audit and traceability of the account movements, is key to ensure
that providers are not operationally overburdened and can operate more confidently in the new environment.

In part 2 of this series, Cognizant elaborates on evaluating technology options to drive
collaboration including how distributed ledger technology could be a potential future option.
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Increased competition is an expected
consequence of the reform
The reform is expected to bring new competition to the industry. In the end, providers need to be
attractive to both employers as well as members, and emerge as the preferred pension partner.
Concentrated markets like Norway might give way to new business models through this reform.
Here below we give some competition imperatives for pension providers.

Price competitiveness:
Administration charges and management fee are at
centre of the reform. Providers with higher cost might
lose employees who might not be able to scratch the
surface fully to make value judgement.

Customer data and upsell/cross opportunities:
In some form and level, customer data might have to
be exchanged which leads to newer opportunities for
providers to upsell and cross sell products.

New entrants:
The reform is expected to open a new door for new
business models and entrants. Such new business
models might prove disruptive, and providers will
require a holistic transformational thinking to hold
ground.

New movements from ‘Passive’ to ‘Active’ and vice
versa are p
 ossibly forming a new grid of movements.
Where does provider’s strength lie? Conserving
employer contracts and engaging members or
activating members and gaining their trust and be
chosen providers?
How employees will react and how providers influence
their attitude and approach towards reform provisions
will be critical in the future.

Current members

Competitive differentiation:
Pension providers are less focussed on entry and exit
moments of employees from the employer scheme, as
the same is linked to their job shifts and providers have
less control on them.

Past Members

Appeal to Employers and Employees:
Providers will need to be attractive to both e
 mployers
and employees to e stablish mutually reinforcing
relationships that can make providers the chosen
providers from both end.

3

4

1

2

Passive

Active

In part 3 of this series, Cognizant elaborates on competition dimension and describes a proven framework for strategies
insurers can adopt to stay competitive and win the market.
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Conclusion
EPK reform is a bold reform that has long term im plications
for the Norway Pensions industry. It is very early to predict the
trend of activation of individuals. However, industry players
and regulator has responsibility to put in place mechanism that
encourage individuals to take advantage of the reforms. At the
same time since the reform provisions potentially bring in lot of
additional operational burden, providers have a strong incentive
to collaborate and reduce operational costs.

In the next sequel paper, Cognizant presents high level IT solution(s) that can
meet the reform provisions in an efficient way.
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